ASTHMA = Sometimes, in using Natural Remedies to Cure... (The Medics hate the word "cure" = we are not supposed to use it. Only they can "cure" with their Biotoxical Wizadry that the Testimonies say CURE NOTHING! They only change the Location and Nature of the Disease. SM 2:441-8. Giving them ARTHRITIS, ASTHMA, CANCER = years later. SM 2:449. CURING the inhabitants of the Earth. SM 2:450. Change the Form and Location of the DRUG settling into a new Region, in a Sac called "Tumor" or in an Organ causing it to go Spastic or Paralyzed. SM 2:451-4. At least that was supposed to be the Light given to Seventh-Day Adventists once-upon-a-Time. That this Traffic was "MURDER = ACTUAL MURDER." MM.139,222,229.)

Are you Aiding + Abetting "MURDER INCORPORATED" with your Tithes + Offerings? Waiting some day for a "Well done, thou righteous + faithful Servant?" Or will you get Mad as the Devil because some one is still ALIVE and BELIEVES THE TRUTH = while some of your Reprobates such as NICHOLS who threatened us with LAW - the Worms long since have picked his Bones clean, waiting for "Many happy Returns" as others join him in this Midnight Hour of Adventist Darkness "IMPENETRABLE" COL 414.

A "MOVEMENT" is to "COME" GC 464 - to take the Place of the "COUNTERFEIT" which comes before the True. GC 464. "Contrary to any human Planning." TM 300,66,206, 208,237,399,507. 1T 198. Requiring no Adventist Leaders. 5T 80-1,211-2,136. DA 212. The best the Wise can do is "JOIN" COL 406. While the other Bunch, as they are now doing under the Direction of Brinnamead (Barabbas) and Black Revolutionary Cleveland, with Froom carrying the Torch of TM 409 into the Image of the Beast GC 444, by Union "IN COMMON" by Autumn Council Resolution R&H Dec.18,1969. p.20. Froom worked on this for a Lifetime. GC 608,445. 5T 463,136.

Men of clear Understanding are needed now TM 514. To lead out in a Work of thorough Reformation TM 514. To give a last Message that will not be Silenced as they so effectually silenced so many others, but not this one. PK 187. The best our people can do is "MOVE INTO LINE!" TM 515. 9T 126. 6T 144,470. AA 64. LS 425. 7T 27. TM 207. "COME INTO LINE!" the Sharp and Last Command of the Captain of our Salvation.8T 41.

ASTHMA = Sometimes, in using Natural Remedies to Cure = Sometimes an added Dividend is Discovered, the Regimen advocated by the Spirit of Prophecy - to cleanse the Blood-Stream for Mind-Cure, Cancer-Cure, or Whatever = gives an added Surprise by Curing something else entirely.

As a Research Project = I would like to see ASTHMA + EMPHYSEMA tackled with Dr. Kelley's "COMFREY ROOT" Digestant. For ASTHMA is largely if not solely due to Rubbery Mucus. Jethro Kloss, the SDA Herbalist + Author of "BACK TO EDEN" claimed Wonders with Lobelia. In many Cases, the Lobelia Herb rolled the Mucus up into a Ball, expelling it by Vomiting. Kloss claimed this would relieve many for Life. The Medics at once slapped "POISON!" on the Bottle. Although Kloss claims no "POISON!" was ever Proven by Chemical Analysis, but solely because of the induced "Vomiting." Due to the Expulsion of the Rubbery Mucus. Due to corrupt Diet.

A Reader of the Hoehn Research Library Reports years back, had a "MUCUS-COLITIS" condition pronounced INCURABLE" by SDA + other Medics, resorted to "WILLOW CHARCOAL" Tablets - 3 to 6 after every Meal - pronounced Free, by his Doctors, in 30 Days!

We have lately been informed that PREVENTION says CHARCOAL may take MINERALS out of the Body. Cedar Charcoal (a cheap Charcoal sold in the USA) rolled into a Ball, and almost killed me, had it not been for an unusually skilled Hospital Orderly who knew the Secret of how to give Enemas. (Knees up and Abdominal Breathing to "Pump" the Enema up and past any Obstruction. He saved my Life.)

Re-reading the Testimonies, it does NOT say to take CHARCOAL. It says to take Charcoal, Crush or Pulverize it - put water ON it - and Drink the WATER! If you know of any Testimony that speaks of taking the Charcoal direct - please let me know. If you do take Charcoal Tablets. [1] As any Medication, do not do it for prolonged periods. [2] Take minerals with it, such as Unsulphated Molasses.

ASTHMA - EMPHYSEMA = I sure would like some one to try Dr. Kelley's MUCUS REMOVER - COMFREY ROOT + PEPSIN. Or for Vegetarians - COMFREY ROOT + PAPAIN. Even Webster's Dictionary recognizes this as an Intermediary in action between PEPSIN + TRYP SIN.Chew the COMFREY ROOT Tablets together with PAPAYA TABLETS, perhaps 3 or 4 of each after every Meal plus between Meals. 5 Times a Day for 3 months. Some may only need one Month.
(AN INSERT + ADDENDUM.) GO ON TO PAGE 7 AND COME BACK TO THIS AT THE END.

(This is page B.) Of Publication #298. "YOUR MIND - YOUR FOOD."

LOBELIA = Some years ago when I recommended TANSY as a Blood-Purifying Herb, several Nurses wrote and warned me that they were taught it was a POISON. Of course, I fought the Idea. Put it down as a Trick of the Devil to be against anything that was Good. One of the best things for HIGH-BLOOD PRESSURE.

But once you get into this Field, there are so many things to consider that your Head can Swim. FOR EXAMPLE = one Lady whose Legs were Swollen, brought it right down with TANSY. Then, not wanting to bother me, she went to the Drug-Store for some, no better than Straw. No life, old + dead. So she wrote me. And at once it brought her Legs down again. Far from being a POISON - it took the POISON out.

BUT THEN I GOT TO THINKING = Those Doctors who come every Year for High-Bush "Cran-berries" from the Princeton area, [If they cannot take a Vacation and come themselves, they Hire some one to go.] and not just any old "Cranberries" but from a certain.section ONLY! For Heart-Trouble Cases.

Now extensive Drilling + Mining Exploration has uncovered one of the World's richest Copper-Ore Bodies, a Mill set up there and on Stream. Was that the Factor, as is Magnesium = for Heart-Cases? What did the Plant pick up?

IN SWEDEN = The Government warns Farmers not to let Stock graze on Grass on Lead-Ore Deposits. It could not only make them Sick, not only make them Miscarry, Not only make those Sick who eat the Meat, but could Kill them on-the-Spot! The same with Potatoes, and other Produce. Therefore the LOBELIA, and the TANSY - if grown in a POISONED- SOIL-MEDIA = could easily be "POISON!" But not that it is Poison naturally, only because of Environment, the Roots dipping down into LEAD or COPPER (Oxidized) or Whatever. LETTUCE for some time was not Safe - due to RADIO-ACTIVITY. No Plant above ground, was considered Safe for some Time in some Areas. THAT IS WHY = we should be Awake & Alert to the Testimony that declares "THE TIME WILL COME" when it will not be "SAFE" to use MILK, BUTTER, CREAM, EGGS, MEAT. Time - Place - Circumstances. Clearly hinting this would be in the "Time of Trouble" for she went on and said = do not make a "Time of Trouble" for yourselves ahead of Time. CDF 202,206,210,358. Lest your Mind becomes "UNBALANCED" due to a deficient "DIET," CDF 191. Get Food that makes "Good Blood." CDF 204. Eggs counteract Poisons. CDF 204,352-3,355,358. And remember the LAST THING written on HEALTH - 9T 162. MM 274. 7T 135. Go by the "PUBLISHED WORKS!!" Not by some Hyper-Sensitive people who are forever either in the Fire or in Hot Water. "UNSTABLE IN ALL THEIR WAYS." Who have done much Harm to Health Reform, but who are now with Brinsmead. Good riddance! SG 2:201. 1T 100. 5T 505. 7T 219. 5T 73. COL 419. GC 602. TM 234-5,163. GC 507. DA 712. NL 76. SG 4:5,8. 4T 587. SG 2:261.

IN AMERICA = The Government warned Farmers not to let Brood-Sows drink Flourinatated Water. They may Miscarry. Fine for your Wife, but not for the Brood-Sow. This is "SCIENCE-FALELY-SO-CALLED" which is the "WIND" of 5T 80 that will sweep away "MULTITUDES" of Adventists where we see only Floors of "Rich Wheat." 5T 81. But in the last Work = God is not going to use that Kind of Windy Preachers. "HE CANNOT USE THEM." 5T 80, 212, 136, 211, 463. "HE CANNOT USE THEM!" See 6T 408. TM 361.

FLOURINE is a NERVE-PARALYZER. One MD tried to get us to take FLOURINE as "Medicine" was very put out that we would not. He went to Africa with his FLOURINE, and had the Honor of Flying the greatest Distance of any man before, in an Iron-Lung, in an Army AIRY-PLANE. Now being peddled around to Adventist Campmeetings in a Wheel-Chair. By name of GUSS HOEHN, M.D. "CAUSE" of Polio - ??? UNKNOWN! This is "MURDER." SM 2:442.

ANOTHER ONE OF THE DIE-HARD ADVENTIST "HOEHN!" =

Acting in Capacity of what was described as Chief "Researcher" for LUL - lent her M.D. "DIETICIAN" name to the R&H Theory that no matter the Soil-Media - the Mineral content of the Produce remains the SAME! This was at a Time when the Dam was bursting at the Seams, trying to let the Truth out - the POISONING of the ENVIRONMENT as well as the PRODUCE - both you and the plant are what you EAT + BREATHE! It cannot be otherwise. BUT - they avowed, with Dr. Stare of Catholic Harvard = poor soil, good soil = NO CHANGE IN MINERAL CONTENT! Not for the same Variety. Soil-Media did not Count!

WELL, SIR! I KNOW HOW TO SETTLE THAT IN VERY SHORT ORDER!

I dare you to let me stir together the latest DDT Sprays plus other Hydro-Carbons, with some good soluble LEAD and OXIDIZED COPPER, and raise some CAIN for you!
THE DOWN-FALL OF THE PAPACY - AND A BLOW TO ALL RELIGION = (This is page C.) #298.
came with the Infallible pronouncement that the World is "FLAT" - that the Scriptures say so. This is when Humpty Dumpty fell off the Wall, and all the Kings Horses, and all the Kings men = couldn't put the Infallibility together again. All the Papal Bulls, and the Threats of Excommunication = couldn't prevent Evolution + Atheism sweeping the World all because of "Paranoid Productions Presents = The Impossible Sphere!"

THE ADVENTIST CHURCH ASKED FOR A DEADLY WOUND =
When the White Elephant trumpeted the Infallible Ecclesiastical Decretal, the Canon Law that Produce in Kind dare not have the slightest Differentiation in Mineral content = Soil-Media notwithstanding. "Tell that to the Marines!"

THE PAPAL BLUNDER WAS MORE EXCUSABLE =
The Papacy attacked what was then only a Theory. The Adventists chose to ram their Head against a known Fact. Scientific Fact. For many Years - one major Branch of Mining is to burn the SAME species of the SAME kind of Tree, of the SAME age-ratio = Analyze the Ash for Variation of Mineral-Content in order to find a Mine! Mines have been found by the same Types of Trees turning Yellow weeks earlier, in the Fall; unnatural Stunted or Warped growth Patterns = seeking the CAUSE, they find the Mine. I know one Place where this is Clear. We found a Bed of 17 feet of Heavy Iron Ore laced through with Copper, a Gold outcropping in connection. "Lost" on the Peak of another Mountain, I looked back and saw the Horse-Shoe shaped Sickness in the Trees in the other Mountain. Should go through with Instruments to find out Why. I was "Lost" only in that I did not know how to come down without Snow-Shoes through the Gorges. It was curious to Watch them coming with Police and a Scouting party. Then I really came down in a Hurry. In the Dark.

ADVENTISTS ARE REALLY IN THE DARK = STUMBLING IN HARVARD DARKNESS =
by trying to prop up the dying Tradition that Soil-Media does not determine Chemical content or values! Again I say = let me prepare a Bed for Lettuce = DDT, DDE, DDD, DIELRIN, ARSENIC, MERCURY, [that would do it alone!] LEAD, OXIDIZED CHALCOPYRITE + WHIP UP A Huge Salad to be served with the very best Creamed Dressing for the Ecclesiarity of LLI! We would not have to Worry any more about their pious Dunhills of Decretals. GC 549.
This would be a new Kind of "BIO TOXICAL RESEARCH" without the need of the Lord sending them a MILLION $ FIRE by which to Celebrate.

THIS ADVENTIST ENNUNCIATION = BOWING BEFORE THE HOLY COW OF MEDICINE =
was only a Stab in the Dark at the ever-increasing Popularity of the Organic Philosophy threatening to, and did take over the entire School + Educational System, it broke the Dam, leaving the Adventist standing bravely with his Finger still in the Dyke - the Washout on both Sides of him. A Flood of Information engulfing the World, the task was taken right out of our Hands. The only ones still Branding us as "LUNATIC-FRINGE" is the sick Adventist and the Chemical Interests. (Oh! My! Won't some Ecclesiarity Minions be Mad at this "Language!" who smiled and nodded as we were called "PURPLE-HEADS!" "LUNATIC-FRINGE!" but now we find that the FRINGE is on TOP! "And then these Leaders, in the Blindness of their minds, give full sway to what is supposed to be "RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION" against the ones who have set aside cherished Fables. They-act-like-men-who-have-lost their-Reason." TM 70,56,73,99. GC 607. Brissin 27. NL 93. 5T 80. SG 3:248.)

The world knows the value of Organics and the Danger of Pollution. (1) Good Blood, plus (2) Good Circulation = (3) There can be no Disease. (4) You are what you Eat.
We had this Truth - will we now come back to it? Or shall we join the "Slide to Perdition!" - ??? The Choice is ours as Individuals.
"The work of Preparation is an Individual work. We are NOT saved in Groups." GC 490,233,622. RSH Nov.19,1908. 1884 SOP 4:315.

"If you would climb the Path of spiritual Life, you must constantly ascend; for it is an upward Way. You must go with the FEW, for the MULTITUDE will choose the downward Path." MB 138.

BE IT KNOWN UNTO YOU =
Most Honorable Ship-Builder of "ROTTEN TIMBERS INCORPORATED" TM 446. 5T 572. 8T 303.
"THE DAUGHTER OF JERUSALEM" - "THE REMNANT" - "THE ESCAPED OF ZION."

The "Remnant" are the "Escaped of Zion" - the "Outcasts." Cast out because they would not go along with "MURDER INCORPORATED." Nor worship OUT of the Most Holy Place. Nor go along with "MIND-CURE" - "PSYCHOLOGY." They know, only too well, that the Fate of the Church is the Fate of Old Jerusalem. GC 36,22,25,393,614,44. [In your Book p.38 = Uriah Smith put in "THE WORLD" but the ORIGINAL gave the Warning to "HIS PEOPLE" that when they JOIN with BILLY GRAHAM = "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION" comes on THEM! SOP 4:38.] See also = 5T 76-8,80-1,211,753. DA 635,628,232. PK 417,715. TM 420,373,349,232. IT 190,204. BT 32,67,133,134,96,127,250. B7:12. SM 2:378. 4T 167. 3T 267. SG 4:36. QD 292. COL 295-6. MB 120-1. RH A2:89. A4:520. CWE 24.

"THE DAUGHTER OF JERUSALEM" = Smaller, Sweeter, Purer, a thing Apart. That has gone "OUT!" Not guilty + not partaker of the Sins of the Old Mother of BT 250. Separate. No, thank you! She does NOT have to do like her Mother! She will Read the Writings and Understand them for herself. DA 140-1,442,611,398,317. COL 79. BT 250-1. 5T 136,211-2.

THIS WILL MAKE THE OLD BAG MAD AS THE DEVIL! SHE WILL GO TO HER LOVERS FOR HELP! "Our former Brethren, like Judas = go to the Catholics..." Magen + Spaulding 1-3. [Go step by Step until they keep Sunday, use all and any Drugs. Stop at nothing.] "As the Storm approaches, a LARGE CLASS... when the TEST is brought... They become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their former Brethren... the most efficient Agents of Satan." GC 608. "These APOSTATES..." 5T 463. "Like Judas..." 5T 690,450,136,211-2,80-2.

NICHOLS + THE R&H = THE AMA-FDA = BROUGHT DOWN HOXSEY FROM THE REAR = BECAUSE HE USED SR. WHITE'S RED CLOVER BLOSSOMS = God has raised up others to carry the Torch of Truth. Hoxsey is still alive, his Treatments is still Honored. While NICHOLS + THE R&H = are very much DEAD! "DEAD but not forgotten." "TWICE DEAD." TM 81. "It is Time, Lord = for Thee to work, for they have made void Thy Law!"

DID THIS PUBLICATION ELECTRIFY YOU? CAUSE YOU TO SIT UP AND TAKE NOTICE?

Do you see how you have been Hood-Winked = Hornswoggled = Gerrymandered = Bamboozled? And along with Being Deceived you have Aided + Abetted the real Enemies of God with his Tithes + Offerings? "Ye have ROBBED Me = even this WHOLE [Denomi-] NATION!"

"They pray Sanctification, sing Sanctification, and shout Sanctification. Men with corrupt Hearts put on the Air of Innocence... Their DEEDS testify of them. Their Consciences are SEARED... There is NO BIBLE SANCTIFICATION for those who cast a part of the Truth behind them." IT 338-9,334,340. SM 1:316-7. 8T 155. RH A1:51.

"THERE ARE FEARFUL VOES for those who Preach the Truth, but are not SANCTIFIED by it, and also for those who consent to receive and MAINTAIN the UNSANCTIFIED to minister to them in word + doctrine. I am alarmed..." IT 261-2. "A FEARFUL WOE is upon them." 321.

THAT CHURCH = "UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS... criticize, and condemn, and falsify. Let the son of deceit + false witness be entertained by a Church... AND THAT CHURCH will discard the Message the Lord has sent... Satan laughs... MANY-WILL-STAND-IN-OUR-PULPITS with the Torch of False Prophecy in their hands, kindled from the Hellish Torch of Satan." TM 409. "THERE ARE FEARFUL VOES for those who... MAINTAIN the UNSANCTIFIED." IT 261-2. "UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS... MANY will stand in OUR PULPITS." TM 409.

"Here we see that THE CHURCH... The Ancient men (Froom)... "He is too merciful to visit His people in JUDGMENT"... Thus "PEACE + SAFETY" is the cry from... These DUMB DOGS that would not Bark... all perish together." 5T 211-2. 1882.[In 1883 they saw they had enough of that - so they started changing the Testimonies.]

SEND US NEW NAMES - IF POSSIBLE HAVE THEM TYPED ON STICKER SHEETS. (2 or 3.) copies.
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